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Quan duyu was not only an important literati in the period Zhenyuan and Yuanhe in 
the Mid-Tang, but one of the leaders in the literary circle after Dugu ji and Liang su.  
This thesis is focus on the extraction and association of Quan deyu.  
The introduction part of the thesis is majorly about the brief illustration of Quan’s 
lifetime, research status-quo and the reasons of selecting this subject. 
Chapter One mainly inspects on the status of Quan’s family, by means of the text 
study, which draws a conclusion that the Quan’s clans were not celebrated in that time, 
but owning certain family traditions and social relationship, which had a major impact 
on the shaping Quan’s personality and establishing his literary reputation.           
Chapter Two is principal on the discussion of Quan’s association, in accordance 
with his experience, it divides into three parts, including the stages of receiving 
education, engaged in the offices of the commanding officers and occupied in the 
imperial court. 
In the early period, the people that Quan kept company with roughly consisted of 
the friends of his father, the superiors and colleagues in the offices and the 
well-known poems in that time, by the communication with whom, Quan’s poetry 
level and fame in the literature had improved greatly, making him valued by the 
Emperor Dezong and called into the court finally. 
On the present exsisting works of Quan, his friendship circle after his entering the 
Capital mainly included the seniority and their juniors whom Quan had recognized 
before，the relatives, the previous colleagues, part of his students and especially the 
workmates in the court who had the comparative statuses and the same ideas with 
Quan himself. The ways of Quan to make friends were generally limited in the aspects 
such as joining in the parties or writing poems for each other and so on, hardly 
involved in the political fights. 
Besides, Quan had stayed in touch with mass renowned clergies，which embodied 
the ideologies of his advocating the religions.    
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